
 
 

“These books gave Matilda a hopeful and comforting message: You are not alone.” – Roald Dahl 
 

 
Dear family, friends, and colleagues, 
 

Happy New Year! I’ve managed to send this out a week earlier than the 2017 Year in Reading, so 
I’ll consider this a win. This is the fourth year of my annual missive, and I hope you haven’t gotten bored 
of it yet. I’m hoping to keep this going for another twenty years at least; brace yourselves. 
 

As always, though, this isn’t a look at the future – it’s a reflection of the past. One of my favourite 
things about writing this list is being able to pore over my spreadsheet and realize how lucky I’ve been to 
read all the wonderful stories, even though I was initially worried that I’d have nothing of worth to share 
with you this time around. It turns out that 2018 was just long, and difficult, and made me prone to forget 
all the lovely things I discovered or re-discovered in 20,000 pages of reading. 
 

If I had to give a theme to the past year, it would be “old comforts.” Much of the year was spent 
either reading authors that I already know and adore (Attica Locke, Keigo Higashino, Sherry Thomas, 
Robert Galbraith), or revisiting old friends (The Wheel of Time; The Stormlight Archive). While it wasn’t a 
year primarily built on discovery, it was one of falling in love all over again.  
 

That being said, there are a number of books I’m excited to share with you, whose authors I 
haven’t mentioned before. There are ghosts and memories and murders lurking in the pages; there’s love 
and loneliness and forgiveness, too.  
 

The full list of books can be found at this link – and if these selections don’t quite do it for you, you 
can find previous years’ recommendations on the appropriate pages.  
 

I hope you love these books as much as I did – and if you ever want a special recommendation, 
just for you, please don’t hesitate to reach out.  
 
 
Best way to start on your resolution to read more: Tiny Crimes, edited by Lincoln Michel and Nadxieli 
Nieto 



 
I read half of this book standing knee-deep in a small lake in Cape Cod, and the other half enjoying a beer 
on the shore. Tiny Crimes is a collection of mystery flash fiction; the stories vary between funny and 
shocking and creepy. If you’re looking for a way to get back into reading, I highly recommend diving into 
this book a story at a time – it shouldn’t take you more than five minutes a piece.  
 

~ 
 
Best sci-fi for people who don’t people too good: All Systems Red by Martha Wells 
 
All Systems Red is the first book of the Murderbot series. It’s a wonderful little story for three reasons: 1) 
it’s a novella, which means you don’t have to haul a huge-ass tome around with you; 2) it’s action-packed 
and fun-filled; and 3) it’s about a robot who has been coded to kill things, but who’s hacked her system 
because all she wants to do is watch Korean soap operas and avoid people because she is awkward as 
hell. It’s funny and amazing and a wonderful example of how novellas are changing the landscape of 
fantasy and sci-fi.  
 

~ 
 
Best novella for people who don’t like sci-fi but love philosophy: Mem by Bethany C Morrow 
 
Imagine a world where you can extract your most painful memories. They become a being unto 
themselves, able only to relive the memory you tore from yourself again, and again, and again – while you 
become free of that pain. 
 
Now, imagine someone creates such a Mem, only for the world to realize she is her own person: instead 
of reliving the traumatic memory, she simply… branches.  
 
Mem is a wonderful story about love and belonging and identity, set in Montreal of the early 1900s. It is 
haunting, and beautifully sparse.  
 

~ 
 
Best comfort read for a book slump: The Storied Life of AJ Fikry by Gabrielle Zevin 
 
I can’t say this is my favourite book. In fact, when I started reading it, I felt mostly irritated: Yes, I thought. I 
get it, Gabrielle. You love books. The constant references to classics and not-so-classics bordered on 
showing off to me. For some reason, I soldiered on anyway.  
 
I’m glad I did. This book has a wonderful thing about itself: it makes you remember what it means to love 
a story. It makes you fall in love with the magic of words all over again, not in its own pages, but in the 
memories it draws out of the reader. It joins Mr. Penumbra’s 24-Hour Bookstore (by Robin Sloan) and 
Parnassus on Wheels (by Christopher Morley) in the ranks of books that remind you about why books are 
a salve on the human soul, even when it’s 2am and you’re alone in a hotel room trying to fall asleep, 
halfway through a project so stressful you’re worried you’ll never feel happy again. 
 

~ 
 
Best short story collection for people who always wish it were October: Ghost Summer by 
Tananarive Due 
 



Tananarive Due is an immensely talented author; I read her first novel The Between this year (it was 
amazing), and listened to her The Good House a few years back – each work has been enjoyable and 
creepy in its own way. 
 
Ghost Summer is the first book of hers I’ve wanted to feature, though, because it showcases her ability 
and range. The stories in this collection range from ghost stories to zombie fiction (which I don’t usually 
enjoy) to atmospheric fiction. An Amazon reviewer called this a Michelin-star meal in book form, and I 
have to agree: each story is a perfect morsel, luscious and rich and understated. 
 
If you’re hankering for a frisson of fright any day of the year, please pick up this book. Especially if you’re 
vacationing by a lake. 
 
 
I hope these short blurbs encourage you to pick up at least one of these books. If they don’t quite do it for 
you – please reach out and tell me what you’re looking for, and I’ll try to find the right book for you. 
 
May your 2019 be filled with the best books you’ve ever read, 
Ola 
 
 
Final statistics: 
Total books: 53 (same as 2017) 
Total pages: 20,315 (>20% increase since last year; as always, excluding books not completed) 
Author breakdown (unique): 

• 64% female authors (vs 55% 2017) 
• 32% non-American authors (vs 58% last year – oof!) 
• 33% authors of colour (vs. 37% 2017) 

	

	


